
Dr. Pettit          [1/16/19; supersedes all previous versions] 
ENGL 2440.002: Booed, Banned, and Blocked: Controversial Modern Plays 
Spring 2019  •  Curry 210  •  Tuesdays & Thursdays, 12:30–1:50 
 

 
CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION, ANNOTATED. “Readings in literature that have been suppressed, censored, 
banned, condemned and/or engulfed in controversy. May include literary works representing a variety of 
cultures, historical periods and ideological viewpoints. Investigations of the social and political reasons 
driving opposition to particular forms of written expression, along with the ways in which scandalous, 
renegade or ‘dangerous’ literary works have influenced cultural history.” This section concerns controversial 
plays from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.  
 
REQUIRED TEXTS. All titles are available at UNT’s Barnes and Noble in the Eagle Student Center. Books 
on course reserve are also available for 1-day checkout at Willis’s library services desk. E-books can only be 
accessed more easily but only by one user at a time. Plan ahead: Barnes and Noble sometimes runs out of 
copies; and, as implied above, e-copies and course reserves poses challenges, too. Titles marked with an 
asterisk (*) indicate certain translations; please do not substitute other translations. Plays assigned but not 
tabulated here will be distributed on PDF. Ball’s book won’t reach Barnes and Noble until Monday, 1/14, or 
Tuesday, 1/15; I’ll post the first chapters on Canvas, to ensure that you can read them by our first meeting. 
 

ISBN AUTHOR   TITLE PUBLISHER WILLIS 
978-1408100103 Bond, Edward Saved Methuen Course reserve 
978-0809311101 Ball, David Forwards & Backwards S. Illinois UP Course reserve 
978-0822210344 Guare, John Six Degrees of Separation Dramatist's Play Service Course reserve 
978-0394741123 Hellman, Lillian  Six Plays Vintage Course reserve 
978-0889224902 Highway, Tomson Rose Talonbooks Ordered 
978-0199536191 Ibsen, Henrik Four Major Plays * Oxford UP Ordered 
978-0811200721 Jarry, Alfred Ubu Roi * New Directions Course reserve 
978-0413766205 Kane, Sarah Blasted Methuen Ordered 
978-0802136350 McNally, Terrence Corpus Christi Grove Course reserve 
978-0571195527 O'Casey, Sean Three Dublin Plays Faber & Faber Course reserve 
978-0865479784 Wedekind, Frank Spring Awakening * Farrar, Straus &  Giroux Course reserve 

 
OFFICE HOURS. I will be available in my office (AUDB 206C), Tuesdays and Thursday from 2:00‒3:00, by 
appointment. I will give ample warning if professional meetings interfere with this slot. If your other classes 
or your schedule at work prohibits you from meeting during these times, I’ll be glad to chat with you via 
Skype, again by appointment. I always schedule extra office hours in advance of due-dates for papers. 
 
WHAT TO EXPECT. We’ll talk about how reading plays, then we’ll read a bunch of good ones, particularly 
those that threatened, annoyed, offended, or disgusted various viewers and entities when they first 
appeared. have selected only plays that I regard as artistically or intellectually substantial—plenty of 
excellent plays have provoked outrage, but outrage is no guarantor of excellence. (Motto: Banned Books, 
Not Bad Books!) I’ll lecture some but more typically will guide discussions; I’ll emphasize dramatic form as 
well as splashier considerations of theme and topicality. I respect all informed comments, whether or not 
they accord with my own perspectives, and I expect a similarity generosity from my students.  
 
INTRODUCING GIOVANNA GRIMALDO. Our TF for this class is Giovanna Grimaldo, a graduating senior in 
the Department of Dance and Theatre, an experienced and talented actor, and a superb critic and writer. 
Although this is a literature class, not a performance class, I’ll count on Giovanna to help us all master the 



tough but essential task of visualizing the plays we’ll read and to enhance our understanding of how scripts 
manifest as plays more generally. 
 
CANVAS. This will be my first go-around with Canvas, which has replaced Blackboard as the repository of 
all things course-related. Papers and extra-credit assignments must be submitted via the Assignments 
feature; all submissions will be automatically screened by Turnitin’s online plagiarism detection system. This 
syllabus and the grade sheet, updated weekly, will be posted under Modules. Please do not ask me questions 
about Canvas, to which I will almost certainly not know the answer. Rather, consult this document, the most 
helpful part of which might be the telephone number at the bottom: https://it.unt.edu/help-desk-resources-
students: https://it.unt.edu/help-desk-resources-students. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS. I will post dated notices and miscellaneous observations on Canvas. If you have set 
your “Notifications” properly on Canvas, these will reach you as emails; if you have not, they will not. Here’s 
help: https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-10624. Get this done, ASAP, please! 
 
HOME TRUTHS. 1) this class requires hard work and a considerable investment of time; 2) deadlines are 
inflexible, except as stipulated by policy 06.039, “Student Attendance and Authorized Absences” (posted on 
Canvas); 3) the study of literature is difficult and time-consuming, in addition to being immeasurably 
wonderful; 4) the composition of academic essays is difficult and time-consuming, in addition to being 
maddening; 5) your investment of time does not guarantee a high grade, but withholding that investment 
will likely result in a low one; 6) a certain amount of stress is intrinsic to the process of learning in an 
institutional context; and 7) classes are communities, and your regular participation is essential to the 
greater good of this particular community. 
 
TIP & CAVEAT. Read each play at least twice. You’ll perform better in class and get higher grades. We take 
these plays as we find them, and we’ll find that some contain violence and other tough subject matter. 
Neither UNT nor the Department of English has a “trigger warning” policy.  
 
ATTENDANCE POLICY. Policy in this matter is set by the Office of the Provost and applied by individual 
faculty. Students should attend both to UNT’s policy on “Student Attendance and Authorized Absences” 
(06.039), posted on Canvas, and to my application of it, as stated here. Per policy 06.039, I assert my 
authority “[to] lower a student’s grade where class attendance and class participation are deemed essential 
by the faculty member” (p. 2). Students may miss three classes without explanation or diminution of their 
grade. Students with four unexcused absences will be marked down one full grade-level; for example, a final 
“A” will become a “B.” The accrual of a fifth unexcused absence will result in the final grade of “F.” Students 
with 7.5 absences, unexcused or excused (i.e., 25% of total classes), will be dropped from the class or awarded 
the final grade of “F,” per an interpretation of UNT policy cleared with the Office of the Provost (see “Student 
Attendance,” p. 3, item VI.D). Late arrivals and early departures count as one-half of an absence. 
 
By distributing a detailed policy statement before the term begins, I allow students time to determine 
whether another class might better suit them. This is fair if not therefore delightful. 
 
QUIZZES. I will give objective multiple-choice quizzes weekly. The first quiz will include questions about this 
syllabus as well as the first week’s reading. If you read the material carefully, the quizzes will be easy. No 
make-ups, except in the instances authorized UNT policy 06.039, referenced above. I will delete your lowest 
quiz-grade. See Extra Credit, below, on raising your overall quiz grade. 
 
CRITICAL RESPONSES. Five times, always by Tuesdays, 10:30 a.m., you will post your thoughts on the 
week’s reading on Canvas’s Discussion section. You choose the dates, but I will accept only one response per 
student per week. I’ve provided optional prompts for the first two weeks; subsequently, you’re on your own. 
Responses must be 200-300 words long and conclude with a bracketed word count. Unlike the UNT-
mandated signature assignment (see below), these are casual papers. I won’t take points off for any but 

https://it.unt.edu/help-desk-resources-students
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-10624


extraordinarily faulty grammar or syntax, but I will grade down for spelling errors and other indicators of 
shoddy proofreading. Students may choose to submit additional critical responses; grades for these will 
replace lower grades in this section. 
 
The critical responses are good occasions for trying out tentative arguments that might merit find 
accommodation in your “signature assignment.” So take a chance, and have some fun. Thoughtful critical 
engagements based on close readings of the plays will earn high grades. Generalizations, summaries, 
observations unrooted in the texts will not. Effort counts, big-time. I expect all students to read all responses. 
Please feel free to contribute respectful comments on your classmates’ work. No negativity, please. 
 
“SIGNATURE ASSIGNMENT” (MANDATED BY UNT). Per UNT policy, students in classes from ENGL’s 
2400-sequence must complete a “signature assignment” in order to provide data about the status and 
effectiveness of our Core classes. The assignments were written by persons unknown to me; they are well-
intentioned, thoughtful, and only occasionally silly. Instructors have some latitude to tweak them; I have 
taken advantage of this authority and produced an assignment that seems pedagogically responsible as well 
as sensitive to felt administrative exigencies. The assignment, along with information on due-dates, 
formatting requirements, and a grading rubric, appears as an addendum to this syllabus, below.  
 
For assistance with academic writing generally, and the thesis-driven second section of the “signature 
assignment” specifically, see my “Notes on Writing Persuasive Essays,” posted on Blackboard. Or see me. 
 
I will schedule extra office hours toward the end of the term in order to facilitate the one-on-one discussion 
that I deem necessary in this instance. 
 
EXTRA CREDIT. By Thursday, 5/2, 8:00 a.m., students may submit one or two additional papers. Extra-
credit grades will replace the lowest quiz grade(s) remaining after I delete the overall lowest grade. Feel free 
to write one or two papers on either topic or one on each. Thoughtful and well-prepared submissions will be 
awarded grades in the “A”-range. 
 
1. Submit a 450‒500 word paper about an unassigned full-length play by one of the playwrights we’ve 

discussed or by another playwright altogether. In your essay, respond to this question, as broadly or 
narrowly as you’d like: “How does this play complement or contradict the other plays we’ve read?” 
Specify the bases on which you make your claim. See me for suggestions. 

2. Submit a 450‒500 word paper about UNT’s production of Tennessee Williams’s Summer and Smoke, 
a revival of a (somewhat) controversial play that runs 11‒14 April in the RTFP Building. The paper 
must discuss an aspect of the performance, for example acting, set design, or directing. Beginning 
on 28 March, students enrolled in this section may claim complimentary tickets at the box office 
on the first floor of the RTFP Building, 1:00‒5:00 weekdays or one hour before the performance 
of their choice. See: https://danceandtheatre.unt.edu/upcoming-season-productions. You may 
substitute, or add, a live performance of another play, musicals and children’s theater excepted. 

 
PAPER FORMAT. Use Calibri, 12-pt., single-spaced, with the filename modeled thus: Lastname_3924_ 
Paper1.docx. As the extension suggests, the paper must be submitted in Word—no exceptions. 
 
CALCULATING & POSTING GRADES. I grade all work on a scale of 0 to 20; for conversions, see “Alpha-
numeric Grade Conversion” (posted). Thirty percent of your final grade will be based on the quizzes, after I 
drop the lowest grade and replace the next-lowest grade(s) with extra-credit grades; 30% will be based on 
the critical responses; 10% will be based on the first submitted version of the “signature assignment”; 30% 
will be based on the final version of the “signature assignment.” I reserve the right to tweak final grades in 
consideration of effort and participation, which I judge qualitatively, not quantitatively. I post updated 
grades, and records of attendance, weekly. 
 

https://danceandtheatre.unt.edu/upcoming-season-productions


For information on appealing grades (I mean formally objecting to grades, not recognizing them as 
attractive), see UNT policy 06.040, “Grade Appeals,” posted on Canvas. 
 
LATE PAPERS? INCOMPLETES? No. No. 
 
ACADEMIC DISHONESTY / PLAGIARISM. “According to UNT Policy 06.003 ‘Student Academic Integrity,’ 
academic dishonesty occurs when students engage in behaviors including, but not limited to cheating, 
fabrication, facilitating academic dishonesty, forgery, plagiarism, and sabotage. A finding of academic 
dishonesty may result in a range of academic penalties or sanctions ranging from admonition to expulsion 
from the University” (UNT policy 06.049, “Standard Syllabus Statements,” p. 1). Plagiarism can be a 
particularly troublesome problem in classes with writing components. Built from the Latin verb plagiare, 
meaning “to kidnap,” plagiarism is “[the] use of another’s thoughts or words without proper attribution in 
any academic exercise, regardless of the student’s intent” (UNT policy 06.003, p. 2). In the academic 
community, plagiarism is an extremely serious offence. It’s also a foolish one, given the ease of detection. 
Students who submit plagiarized work will be dropped from the class and assigned a final grade of “F,” per 
an option authorized in UNT policy 06.003, pp. 4–5. See policies on Canvas. 
 
E-MAIL. My address is Alex.Pettit@unt.edu; I check this account on weekdays, excepting holidays and 
breaks. This is a professional address: do not send chatty memos, bulk memos, or memos informing me of 
the obvious (for example, stating that you won’t be in class on a certain day). E-mails must identify the 
course-number and topic in the subject line (e.g., “ENGL 4450: Possible topic for paper”). Professional 
memoranda open (“Dear Dr. Pettit”) and close (“Sincerely”) professionally, not casually (“Yo, Prof! . . . 
Later!”). Visit me during office hours for discussions of the material. 
 
ELECTRONIC DEVICES No. Please turn off your gadgets upon arrival. This class is for real people in a real 
place at a real time, engaging in intellectual communion. That’s precious, so let’s cherish it. See also 
DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR,  below. Please read Joshua Whitfield’s op-ed piece “We Are Slaves to Our Shiny 
Screens” (posted). Key concept: free will, use it or lose it. 
 
DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR!  UNT defines “DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR” as “actions that distract the class from ... 
discussion” and “behavior that interferes with the learning and teaching environment and/or the admini-
strative student services function of the university” (see “Responding to DISRUPTIVE STUDENT BEHAVIOR” 
and “Code of Student Conduct,” both posted). Of the behaviors that qualify, I note particularly the use of 
profanity (note to self: “heal thyself”!), the unauthorized consultation of electronic devices, and the 
whimsical wandering into and out of the classroom. The first of these requires no elaboration. The second 
I’ve covered above; here, I note its applicability to UNT policy. The third—a stunningly rude, DISRUPTIVE , 
and disrespectful behavior—has become increasingly common and vexatious. Note, please, that the 
brochure on DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR specifically instances “repeatedly leaving and entering the classroom 
without authorization while class is in session.” I will respond to initial infractions by meeting with the 
student in question. Per “DISRUPTIVE STUDENT BEHAVIOR ,” I will refer cases of DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR 
that I cannot personally resolve to the Dean of Students. If you have a condition that requires special consid-
eration, please see information on the Office of Disability Accommodations, below. If you have a pertinent 
medical condition that does not fall under the ODA’s purview, please submit appropriate documentation. 
 
GUNS & “ACTIVE SHOOTERS.” Students should read UNT’s policy on concealed handguns (04.001), 
posted on Canvas. Here I note that 1) only licensed persons may legally carry handguns on campus, and 2) 
this right only authorizes the licensed carrying of “handgun[s], the presence of which is not openly 
noticeable to the ordinary observation of a reasonable person.” If a gun is “partially or wholly visible, even if 
holstered,” it is illegal on campus, whether or not it is licensed. I report all illegal activities to the UNT police, 
regardless of their nature. See also UNT’s guidelines for responding to “active shooter situations”: 
http://emergency.unt.edu/ get-prepared/Active-Shooter.  

http://emergency.unt.edu/get-prepared/Active-Shooter


 
EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION & PROCEDURES. “UNT uses a system called Eagle Alert to quickly notify 
students with critical information in the event of an emergency (i.e., severe weather, campus closing, and 
health and public safety emergencies like chemical spills, fires, or violence). In the event of a university 
closure, please refer to Canvas for contingency plans for covering course material” (UNT policy 06.049). 
 
FROM THE OFFICE OF DISABILITY ACCOMMODATION. “The University of North Texas makes reason-
able academic accommodation for students with disabilities. Students seeking accommodation must first 
register with the Office of Disability Accommodation (ODA) to verify their eligibility. If a disability is verified, 
the ODA will provide you with an accommodation letter to be delivered to faculty to begin a private 
discussion regarding your specific needs in a course. You may request accommodations at any time[;] 
however, ODA notices of accommodation should be provided as early as possible in the semester to avoid 
any delay in implementation. Note that students must obtain a new letter of accommodation for every 
semester and must meet with each faculty member prior to implementation in each class. For additional 
information see the Office of Disability Accommodation website at http://www.unt.edu/oda” (UNT policy 
06.049, p. 1). You may also call the ODA at 940/565-4323. 
 
I am committed to working with the ODA in order to ensure the equitable treatment and “reasonable accom-
modation” of all UNT students. Per the ODA’s website, further examination of a request for accommodation 
may be necessary when “a faculty member determines that he/she cannot provide a reasonable 
accommodation that does not fundamentally or substantially modify course, program or degree standards.” 
I review requests on a case-by-case basis and will contact you and/or the ODA for clarification if necessary. 
 
SCHEDULE. Except as noted, all reading for the week must be completed by that week’s meeting.  You are 
required to read, and will be quizzed on, introductory and explanatory materials. 
  

1/15, 17 Tues.: Ball, Forwards and Backwards, pp. 3‒36 [these pages (only) posted on Canvas] 
Thurs.: Jarry, Ubu Roi; quiz on Ball, Jarry, and this syllabus 

1/22, 24 Ball, pp. 39‒78; Ibsen, Ghosts 
1/29, 31 Ball, pp. 81‒96; Herne, Margaret Fleming [posted on Canvas] 
2/5, 7 Shaw, Mrs. Warren’s Profession [posted on Canvas] 
2/12, 14 Wedekind, Spring Awakening 
2/19, 21 Asch, God of Vengeance [posted on Canvas] 
2/26, 28 O’Casey, Juno and the Paycock 
3/5, 7 O’Neill, All God’s Chillun Got Wings [posted on Canvas] 
3/12, 14 SPRING BREAK 
3/19, 21 Hellman, The Children’s Hour. During or near this week, we’ll discuss the “signature assignment.” 
3/26, 28 Williams, Summer and Smoke [posted on Canvas] 
4/2, 4 Bond, Saved 
4/9, 11 Guare, Six Degrees of Separation 
→ Fri. 4/12 First polished version of “signature assignment” due, 8:00 a.m., via Canvas/Assignments 
→4/11‒14 UNT Dept. of Dance and Theatre presents Summer and Smoke (Williams); as noted above, students  

in this section will be able to secure complimentary tickets for the performance of their choice. 
4/16, 18 Kane, Blasted 
4/23, 25 McNally, Corpus Christi 
4/30, 5/2 Highway, Rose  

 → Thurs., 5/2, extra-credit papers due, 8:00 a.m., via Canvas/Assignments 
→Tues. 5/7 Final version of “signature assignment” due, 8:00 a.m., via Canvas/Assignments 

 
  

http://www.unt.edu/oda


Signature Assignment: English 2440 (Banned Books and Literary Scandals) 
[Institutionally mandated; anonymously written; adapted by A. Pettit] 
 
This is a two-part assignment involving, first, the critical analysis of a play that has faced censorship, 
suppression, or outrage, and, secondly, an argument about larger questions of intellectual freedom, 
authorial responsibility, and social censure surrounding the play.   
 
The first part of the assignment is a 1000-1200 word analysis in which you explain how a playwright, in her or 
his work on a particular play, uses specific literary techniques and strategies to express controver-sial 
political, moral, and social values and ideas—and perhaps to anticipate or avert resistance to them. Per the 
design of the class, you will work with a play—any one from our list will work—that actually did cause 
offense in some quarters, as distinct from simply trying to outrage a theoretical audience. Your analysis 
should identify the persons or entities who found the work offensive and should discuss why the values, 
ideas, forms, or assumptions presented in the play caused offense in those quarters. (Or did they provide the 
occasion for the pretense of offense? This is different from actually causing offense but no less interesting 
or, if you handle your topic carefully, pertinent.) Your analysis should be clear, coherent, and well-written; it 
must be based on textual evidence from the play in question and must demonstrate the consultation and 
integration of one or two pertinent secondary sources.  
 
The task is analytical and expository but not necessarily argumentative: you are not, or not yet, required to 
state and defend a particular thesis. That comes later, in Part 2. 
 
The second part of the assignment, which will comprise 800-1000 words, requires you to advance a thesis-
driven argument about the broader issues raised by your analysis, as described above. Here you should 
articulate your own position on the questions of intellectual freedom, political dissent, and civic 
responsibility raised by the censoring or suppression of, or the outraged response to, plays such as the one 
you have discussed in the first part of the assignment. Here, “your” play is an instance of the larger category 
of controversial plays; you may well want to call on other plays we’ve discussed in order to provide depth or 
nuance to your argument. Among the questions that you might (thus, logically, might not) choose to 
consider: what extant communities—however defined—might be affected, either negatively or positively, by 
the play, in performance or as a written text? How, specifically, might they be affected—or how have they 
demonstrably been affected? If the play is more than a generation or so old, what has shifted historically or 
culturally to make it more or less scandalous or “dangerous”? And, crucially, what do you make, or learn 
from this? And, as a writer of persuasive or argumentative prose, what can you teach me? For example: do 
you think the play should be restricted in some manner, or altogether, in the communities you identify with 
(e.g., American high schools or even colleges)? If so, on what grounds, and what are the costs, trade-offs, or 
benefits of such restriction? If not, do risks or costs attend a lack of regulation?  
 
In other words: state and defend a thesis about the role and responsibility of the artist (playwright) in a 
culture or society with which you are familiar (the US? Texas? a large university?). Ground this argument in 
your investigation of a specific play, per part 1, above. The task is argumentative. 
 
Your argument must be clear, coherent, and well written. Incorporate at least two secondary sources. 
Please don’t tell me what you think I want to hear; don’t be thoughtlessly pugnacious, either. Be assured that 
I respect all informed and clearly articulated perspectives, whether or not they accord with mine. 
 
Append a brief “works cited” page, covering both parts, per MLA guidelines. 
 
The assignment will demonstrate your progress toward the three of UNT’s designated objectives associated 
with this course: 
 



Critical thinking skills, including original thought; reasoned inquiry; and the analysis, evaluation and 
synthesis of information 

Communication skills, including effective development, interpretation, and the expression of ideas 
through written, oral, and visual communication 

Social responsibility, including intercultural competence; knowledge of civic responsibility; and the ability 
intellectually to engage in regional, national, and global communities 

 
Successful assignments will demonstrate that these objectives are being met, per the following rubric: 
 
*. To demonstrate critical thinking skills, students will: 
 *. clearly identify and explain the interpretive problem the play raises 
 *. base specific analytical points in the evidence of the text 
 *. position the essay argument in relation to the context or perspective provided by  
  your secondary sources 
 *. present an argument that is logically worked out 
 *. draw well-reasoned conclusions or implications from the argument 
 
*.  To demonstrate communication skills, students will: 
 *. present a clear statement of the essay’s purpose or central idea, i.e., a clear expository  
  focus in part 1 and a clear thesis in part 2 
 *. follow a coherent organizational scheme or principle 
 *. develop the full potential of the argument 
 *. demonstrate mastery of the rules of standard English 
 
*. To demonstrate social responsibility, students will:  
 *. show insight into diverse cultural and intellectual perspectives and differences, including  
  one’s own 
 *. display an ability to assume a cultural and intellectual perspective other than one’s own 
 *. show a commitment to civic engagement through a thoughtful reflection on a text’s  
  contemporary and real-world significance  
 
Formal requirements: the paper must be single-spaced with standard margins; written in Calibri, 12-pt.; and 
consistent with MLA format. See the MLA Handbook or, free online, the Purdue Online Writing Lab: 
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/mla_style/mla_style_ introduction.html. 
 
Due-dates: per syllabus, the first polished version is due Friday, 4/12, 8:00 a.m. The final version, which will 
demonstrate your own evolving thought and your consultation of my comments on the initial version, is due 
Tuesday, 5/7, 8:00 a.m. All papers must be submitted via Turnitin/Canvas. No late papers. 
 
Grading Rubric: I will assign values of 0‒4 to your work in each of the three areas outlined and itemized 
above (critical thinking, commentary, social responsibility). I will assign values of 0‒4 to your preparation of 
the manuscript (Is it neat? Have you handled documentation and other matters of MLA style correctly? Have 
you followed my instructions), and to your handling of mechanics and style (How well have you edited your 
paper? Are there spelling errors or grammatical errors? awkward sentences? punctuation problems? Is your 
diction appropriately formal? Is your paper “readable”?) The sum of these five values equals your overall 
grade on a scale of 1 to 20. See “Grade Conversion” on Canvas. 
 
  

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/mla_style/mla_style_introduction.html



